Abstract-Wavefront propagation in cardiac tissue is affected greatly by the geometry of the wavefront. We describe a computercontrolled stimulator system that creates reproducible wavefronts of a predetermined shape and orientation for the investigation of the effects of wavefront geometry. We conducted demonstration experiments on isolated perfused rabbit hearts, which were stained with the voltage-sensitive dye, di-4-ANEPPS. The wavefronts were imaged using a laser and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The stimulator and imaging systems have been used to characterize the relationship between wavefront velocity and fiber orientation. This approach has potential applications in investigating curvature effects, testing numerical models of cardiac tissue, and creating complex wavefronts using one-, two-, or three-dimensional electrode arrays.
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I. INTRODUCTION
C ARDIAC tissue and other biological and chemical systems that are termed "excitable" can support self-propagating waves. The nonlinear dynamics of these waves has been the subject of intense theoretical and computational investigation, but the corresponding experiments in general utilize only a limited number of experimental stimulation protocols. Because cardiac wavefronts exhibit a curvature-dependent velocity, the shape of the wavefront affects its propagation and, hence, plays a role in the generation and stability of cardiac arrhythmias. A difference in conduction velocity has been observed between the planar wavefronts created by a linear array of electrodes and the curved wavefronts produced by point stimulation [1] , [2] . Wavefronts of varying curvature created by conduction through an isthmus of varying width have shown a similar effect of curvature on conduction velocity [3] , [4] . Also, a recent study demonstrates an inverse relation between wavefront curvature and velocity in reentrant circuits that cause ventricular tachycardia [5] . Along with curvature, it is well known that as a result of the anisotropy of the electrical conductivity of cardiac tissue, the propagation velocity of a wavefront depends upon the direction of propagation, traveling faster along the direction of the tissue fibers than in the perpendicular direction [6] , [7] . In the intact whole heart the direction of the fiber axis changes with depth from the epicardial surface to the endocardium [8] , further complicating wavefront dynamics [9] , [10] . In a simple model of anisotropic conduction in excitable media, propagation velocity is a function of the angle between the fiber axis and the normal to the propagating wavefront and is described by [11] , [12] (1)
where is the velocity of a planar wavefront propagating in a direction parallel to the fiber axis, is the velocity in the direction transverse to the fiber axis, and is the angle between fiber axis and the normal to the wavefront. The experimental validation of (1) is not yet complete and would benefit from improved methods for generating plane waves of an arbitrary orientation. A quantitative study of the dependence of conduction velocity on the angle of the wavefront relative to the fiber direction is best conducted through the creation of planar wavefronts, to eliminate the contribution of curvature effects.
We describe a phased-array stimulator system that enables the spatiotemporally complex stimulation protocols that will allow us to study the characteristics of wavefront propagation in cardiac tissue. The stimulator uses an array of small stimulating electrodes to create wavefronts of tissue activation of a desired shape and orientation. An epifluorescence imaging system, with a voltage-sensitive dye, laser illumination, and a chargecoupled device (CCD) camera, is used to image the wavefront propagation.
The concept of phased-array stimulation has been taken from the field of phased-array radar, which uses multiple transmitters and phase control to direct a radar beam at some angle in space by using a Huygens reconstruction of a wavefront from a linear array of point sources producing expanding circular waves [13] - [15] . The characteristics and angle of the beam are modified through independent control of the amplitude and phase of each transmitter. We applied this method to cardiac tissue by using multiple unipolar point stimulators, with independently controlled timing and amplitude applied at various locations over the surface of a heart in order to create wavefronts of Fig. 2 . Schematic illustration of the heart and the imaging window that supports the circular array of stimulus electrodes. Each ellipse represents the wavefront created by a point stimulus at the center of the ellipse, at the edge of the circular window. The arrows represent the direction of propagation. The pulses outside the window show the timing of the various stimuli that would be used to create the Huygens wavefronts that merge to form the pair of colliding wavefronts shown within the window. predetermined shape and orientation. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , a single point-stimulating electrode in cardiac tissue creates an expanding wavefront of activation that can be approximated by an ellipse [ Fig. 1(b) ] whose major axis is parallel to the tissue fiber axis. Consistent with a Huygens reconstruction, the two plane wavefronts in Fig. 2 can be approximated by the envelope of the elliptical wavefronts produced by multiple stimuli delivered at different locations. Notably, these colliding wavefronts produce regions of high curvature near the area of intersection, allowing the creation of curved wavefronts as well as simple linear wavefronts.
The phased-array system is well suited to create planar and curved wavefronts for the study of wavefront dynamics in cardiac tissue, by using phase and amplitude control of multiple stimulating electrodes. In theory, this may be done using the approach described above; however, due to the large number of parameters that must be adjusted, this is difficult to execute without computer automation. To achieve this, we have devised a software emulator of the stimulator hardware that calculates stimulator parameters for a desired geometry. These parameters are then used to control the timing and amplitude of the hardware stimulator, and to synchronize stimulator timing with that of image acquisition.
II. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

A. Device Overview
We have produced two implementations of the device, the first using on-board, remotely programmed microcontrollers for the timing, and the second using a timing board in a microcomputer workstation. We will describe the first implementation in detail, and then summarize the changes for the second implementation.
The phased-array stimulator consists of a LabView driven emulator that is used to compute the desired stimulus timing, a digitally controlled hardware stimulator with 30 individually programmable channels, and an argon laser and a CCD camera for fluorescence imaging. Fig. 3 shows an overview of the phased-array stimulator and an early implementation of the optical recording system [16] . The operator first selects the orientation of the desired planar wavefront to be created, and specifies the parameters into the LabView emulator.
The emulator then calculates the necessary timing required at each stimulation electrode to create the wavefront. The operator may, if desired, adjust the timing and amplitude of each of the channels prior to implementation. The parameters are then downloaded into the stimulator, which controls image acquisition synchronously with the stimulation sequence (Fig. 4) . The activation wavefront is extracted from the raw fluorescence images, and wavefront propagation velocities are calculated using custom Matlab image processing algorithms.
B. Software Emulator
The software emulator, implemented in LabView, provides a numerical representation of 30 electrodes arranged in a circle around an imaging area. Prior to setting up the emulator, a point stimulus at the center of the imaging window is applied to the real tissue, and an optical measurement of the resulting expanding wavefront, as shown in Fig. 1 , is used to determine the fiber direction (the major axis of the ellipse). Since the expansion of the ellipse reflects the longitudinal and transverse velocities associated with the heart being studied, for the emulator we chose to begin with velocities that were taken from our measurements. The next step towards emulating the creation of a planar wavefront is to choose the desired orientation of the wavefront, which is input into the software emulator in terms of the slope of a line. Given this line, it is then necessary to determine the delays between each of the stimuli whose Huygens' wavelets will be superposed to form the complete wavefront. To vary the shape of the final wavefront, we can subsequently adjust the delay of each stimulus independently. The emulator calculated the timing as explained in the following.
An ellipse centered at the origin, with semi-minor axis and semi-major axis , is described in polar coordinates and by (2) where is the angle parameter for the ellipse relative to the semi-major axis. If the ellipse expands with fixed velocities in the longitudinal and transverse directions, given by and , respectively, then the parameters and are described as functions of time by and
Equation (2) For a single stimulus applied to the center of the imaging field of the camera, the resulting expanding wavefront is an ellipse centered at the origin, with semi-major axis at angle with the axis. The ellipse is then described by (5) where is the angle between the tissue fiber direction and the axis of the image (hereafter we use and to describe the camera axes). The elliptical wavefront created at each point in the stimulator array is emulated by translating the center of the expanding ellipse given by (5) to the edge of a circle of radius (representing the imaging window) at angle . The major axis of the ellipse will be at angle with the axis. The delay used by the emulator is the time at which the ellipse intersects the edge of the specified wavefront represented by the dashed line in Fig. 5 .
The predicted ellipses and the resulting planar front are plotted in the emulator and the emulated wavefront is allowed to propagate over time. Multiple wavefront orientations can be emulated prior to activating the hardware stimulator, at which point the calculated delays are automatically loaded into the stimulator front panel. After this step, the operator can, if desired, further adjust either the delay or amplitude of each channel prior to beginning the stimulation sequence. Wavefronts with regions of varying degrees of high negative curvature can also be created by the collision of two planar wavefronts.
C. Hardware Stimulator
We have developed two implementations of the device. The first has dedicated timing circuits, requires only a minimal low data-rate computer interface for serial preprogramming of the timers, and is suitable for implementation as a standalone device. The second is simpler electronically but is significantly more expensive because it requires a high-speed workstation and multichannel digital and analog control cards, and relies on fast software to control the entire device in real time. The preference for one over the other would be determined in part by the user's particular application, budget, electronics capabilities, and computer resources.
The first implementation of the stimulator used an array of AM9513 (Advanced Microdevices) programmable timing chips. After the timing parameters obtained from the simulation as described previously are adjusted and felt to be satisfactory, they are automatically loaded into the LabView program controlling the stimulator. The stimulator control front panel (shown in Fig. 4 ) allows the user to further adjust each of the 30 delays and amplitudes prior to tissue stimulation. The AM9513 timing chips are programmed using the LabView emulator and a LABNB data acquisition board installed in a Macintosh. The stimulator consists of 30 optically isolated channels with stimulus amplitude controlled by the same LABNB board via input from the LabView stimulator control panel.
While the AM9513 microcontroller approach of Fig. 6 has the advantage of standalone operation, it has the disadvantages of electronic complexity and the need to download the required timing sequences. Hence, this system is not suitable for real-time control of wavefronts. To address this limitation, we have created a second implementation of the device wherein the voltages required to program the current sources are provided continuously by a 32-channel digital-to-analog converter (National Instruments PCI-6723), and the digital control of the pulse timing is provided by a digital pattern I/O card (National Instruments PCI-6534). Fig. 7 shows an overview of the stimulation control of the system. The new LabView program serves as our user interface, which takes information from the operator and calculates the timing information, then transfers the data to the two PCI cards. These, in turn, are connected to the backplane of the stimulator chassis, which further routes the signals to individual channels on the current source boards. The stimulator chassis contains four custom, voltage-driven current source boards, each with eight optically isolated, digitally switched channels. Fig. 6 shows the original circuit which uses a sample-and-hold, followed by an opamp buffer, a digital switch, an optoisolator, a second buffer, and then a resistive current source with a transistor amplifier. In order to maintain electrical isolation, the first half of the circuit is powered by a solid-state supply, and the optically isolated second half is powered by a high-capacity battery. The positive pole of the battery is connected to the spiral return electrode that is pressed against the back of the heart to complete the circuit. The boards from the second implementation differ from those in the first implementation (Fig. 6 ) by having each stimulator channel receive a constant control voltage from the PCI-6723 card, rather than a control voltage that is loaded serially and stored in a sample-and-hold capacitor. In operation, the stimulator delivers constant-current pulses (i.e., square) with given duration (typically 2 ms) and amplitude (typically twice the threshold level) to each of a maximum of 32 electrodes on the heart's surface. A separate version of the LabView emulator controls the amplitude and timing of these pulses. The digital card has 64-Mbyte on-board memory, permitting the storage of a sequence of stimuli of up to 16 s in duration with a timing resolution of 1 s. As in the first implementation, the LabView emulator also allows easy adjustment of the stimulus strength and interchannel delays to optimize the shape of the resulting propagating wavefront.
D. Imaging System
The imaging system uses a cooled CCD camera with a 50-mm f1.8 objective lens and a 5-W argon laser, as described in detail elsewhere [16] . An acoustooptic modulator (AOM) was used to strobe the laser illumination of the heart to provide a shorter effective exposure time than would be possible with the intrinsic shutter speed of the camera. Less blurring of the wavefront edge due to propagation is thus achieved with an effective exposure time of 0.5 ms. Camera shutter timing and AOM (acoustooptic modulator) were controlled using a timing device (TIO) installed in a Macintosh computer. Integration between stimulator, camera and laser timing is achieved using LabView control of both the stimulator system and the TIO device. An external pulse generator served as the trigger for both the TIO and the stimulator-timing device, and synchronized image acquisition with stimulator output.
To acquire a sequence of 100 100 pixel images of a 7.5 7.5 mm field of view on the heart separated by intervals of 1-3 ms, we used 3 3 binning of a 300 300 pixel region and boxcar signal averaging for signal-to-noise enhancement [16] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS
To demonstrate phased-array stimulation, we performed experiments on the anterior left ventricle of isolated Langendorffperfused New Zealand rabbit hearts. All experiments were conducted in accordance with National Institutes of Health regulations for the ethical use of animals in research and were approved in advance by the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. New Zealand rabbits were anesthetized with IM ketamine and intravenous sodium pentobarbital. We removed the hearts quickly, mounted them on a Langendorff apparatus, and perfused them with Tyrode's solution, which was oxygenated and maintained at 37 C-38 C. Hearts were stained with the voltage-sensitive dye di-4-ANEPPS and an electromechanical decoupler, diacetyl monoxime (15 mM), was added to the perfusate to inhibit muscle contraction [17] , [18] .
Against the surface of the heart, we placed an imaging window that consisted of a circular 12.5-mm hole in a Plexiglas plate with unipolar stimulating electrodes equally spaced at the edge of the window (Fig. 8) . Silver wire wound into a 1-cm-diameter planar spiral and placed in contact with the posterior surface of the heart functioned as the return electrode. Point stimulation at a site in the center of the imaging window was provided by a removable 100-m-diameter insulated platinum wire with an insulation-free central kink, which contacted the surface of the heart.
Fiber orientation was initially determined by observing the major axis of the elliptical region of activation created by point stimulation at the center of the imaging window. A series of plane waves at various orientations relative to fiber direction were emulated, the timing sequences were downloaded to the stimulator, and the conduction velocities for the wavefronts were calculated using the procedure described subsequently. In general, only minimal adjustments to the stimulator timing, relative to the timing parameters derived from the simulations, were required to create the plane wave. This supports the assumption that activation patterns obtained during the observed time sequence (up to 18 ms) reflect predominantly epicardial activation and therefore predominantly epicardial fiber orientation.
IV. IMAGE PROCESSING
From the raw epifluorescence images, we followed a series of image processing steps developed using Matlab, as outlined in Fig. 9 . From these, we produced the wavefront images and the wavefront conduction velocities. To correct for variations in fluorescence due to tissue inhomogeneities, we used the standard practice of dividing the value of each pixel by the average background value associated with that pixel. The background value of a pixel is the average over a selected time interval for that Fig. 8 . Imaging window and stimulator array. A) shows the surface of the Plexiglas plate which stays in contact with the heart, and the stimulator array around the edges of the circular imaging window. B) A close-up view of insulated platinum wire stimulating electrodes with insulation-free region contacting the surface of the heart. pixel during which the tissue is at rest. We found the direction of the tissue fibers relative to the camera axes by imaging the expanding ellipse of depolarized tissue that followed stimulation of the tissue with a point electrode placed at the center of our electrode array. The fiber direction was measured as the direction of a manually estimated line passing through the major axis of the image of this ellipse with respect to the camera coordinates. We used thresholding at half the maximum fluorescence change to convert the planar wavefront image to binary (1 or 0) and then extracted the wavefront edge from the resulting black and white image. We calculated the planar wavefront conduction velocities as a function of angle with the fiber direction from a series of best-fit lines over a sequence of images. We fit the wavefront edge to a straight line and calculated the angle between the wavefront edge and the myocardial fiber direction. At six points along the best-fit line for each wavefront at time , we measured the distance between this wavefront and the subsequently propagated wavefront (at time ) along the normal to the first wavefront at each point. The average of these distances was used to obtain the conduction velocity for each plane wave.
The second panel in Fig. 9 shows images obtained after the initial image processing steps just described for the propagation Fig. 9 . Overview of the image processing steps used to determine plane-wave conduction velocities. The arrow in first frame shows fiber direction.
of a plane wave across the field of view. The light regions correspond to depolarized, or activated tissue, and the dark regions correspond to resting tissue. Each block in the panel shows the same 7.5 7.5 mm region of the tissue at 3 ms increments of time after stimulation. Fig. 10 shows several of the planar wavefronts created using phased-array stimulation. Each panel shows a time sequence associated with a propagating wavefront originating from the A) top of the imaging window, B) right, and C) left. Panel D) shows the wavefront resulting from the collision of two planar wavefronts. Fig. 11 shows the results of several stimulation protocols. Panel A) shows fiber direction as determined by the major axis of the elliptical region of activation resulting from central point stimulation. Panels B) and C) show plane waves from the same region of the heart, with calculated conduction velocities.
V. DISCUSSION
Optical imaging systems have been widely applied to the study of cardiac tissue activation and propagation, including preliminary investigations of the velocity-curvature relationship and the demonstration of differences in transverse versus longitudinal conduction velocities. The system we have described here allows the creation of wavefronts of a desired shape and orientation by means of programmable stimulus timing, using a Huygens construction to estimate the necessary timing of each of the multiple stimuli. The technique has potential applications in quantitative studies of the characteristics of cardiac tissue activation. One such characteristic is the dependence of conduc- tion velocity on direction. We have used this system to create planar wavefronts at multiple angles relative to tissue fiber direction. We have implemented an image processing procedure that uses thresholding, edge extraction, and line-fitting to measure plane wave conduction velocities. Conduction velocities are being measured from the analysis of pooled data from approximately 15 experiments. This system would be suitable for control of the stimulus timing for any configuration of electrodes. For example, a linear array in a plunge electrode could be used to produce a wavefront that progressed radially through the myocardial wall. An array of such electrodes could produce even more complicated wavefronts [19] .
The influence of fiber rotation within the myocardium on the propagation of wavefronts originating from the epicardium in the intact ventricle is an area of current investigation. Recently, a method has been described for investigating the direction of wavefront propagation in subepicardial layers resulting from epicardial stimulation [20] , [21] . This method makes use of the observation that the action potential recorded by optical imaging at the epicardium, using voltage-sensitive dyes, represents the average action potential created by a volume of multiple myocytes. For epicardial stimulation, as in our experiments, shortly after stimulation, the wavefront should reflect predominantly epicardial fiber orientation. Subsequently, the propagated wavefronts would be expected to have a greater contribution from the activation of layers deeper within the myocardium. The extent to which these phenomena affect the control and response of phased-array stimulation has yet to be determined.
As compared to planar wavefronts, wavefronts with negative curvature (i.e., concave) are predicted to propagate with a greater velocity, and convex or positively curved wavefronts propagate with a lesser velocity. We have observed wavefronts of varying degrees of high negative curvature created through the collision of planar wavefronts, and we are in the process of developing similar image processing techniques for the measurement of curvature and its effects on velocity.
VI. CONCLUSION
Models that attempt to explain the nature of the electrical properties of cardiac tissue are continually evolving. We believe that phased-array stimulation is a useful tool for the experimental validation of emerging models through the quantitative study of their predictions. The ability to create controllable wavefronts coupled with fluorescence imaging is well suited to the study of wavefront dynamics, and can enhance our understanding of the behavior of propagating wavefronts in cardiac tissue. His research includes studying the mechanism of cardiac wave propagation by observing the electric activity on the heart surface and developing novel instrumentation to facilitate that research. Most recently, his research has involved the development of an ultra-sensitive nanocalorimeter which can be used to measure cell metabolism and its variation under change of physical/chemical environment such as injections of toxin. his research has been directed primarily towards using novel instrumentation, electric and magnetic measurements, and electromagnetic theory for studying the propagation of bioelectric activity, nondestructive testing, and biological microelectromechanical systems (BioMEMS). He has taken an active role in arguing that judicial electrocution constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. His current research includes studies of the role of tissue anisotropy on the initiation and propagation of cardiac action potentials, and the application of cellular instrumentation and control to experimental systems biology.
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